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Over 30 years ago, the resources that the earth could reproduce in one year lasted until the 

middle of December. However this year, in 2020, the resources were depleted already on 

August 22, which undermines the urgent need for environmental action and climate 

transformation. Current movements, such as Fridays for Future, demonstrate that many have 

started to generate an increased awareness of the climate changing. Due to the undeniable 

environmental changes, companies of all sizes need to focus on sustainable and 

environmentally friendly goals, adapt to customers’ wishes, stay economical and abide to 

governmental regulation. 

However, sustainability is often perceived as a costly and time-consuming effort that requires 

substantial work. Therefore, businesses do not always integrate environmentally friendly 

processes into their day-to-day business. Especially small and medium sized enterprises (so 

called “SMEs”) face many challenges in the process of implementing sustainability because 

they have fewer financial and human capital resources than larger businesses. 

Through interviews with managers in German SMEs in an area that is relatively known for 

being sustainable, we investigated the reasons for why SMEs decide to implement 

sustainability and how various factors influence this decision. Through this study insights on 

the reasons and main drivers for sustainable commitments were generated. This qualitative 

research study examines eight German SMEs in the manufacturing sector. 

The results of this study highlight the importance of considering the environmental awareness 

different stakeholders might have and demonstrate the balancing act SMEs must engage in to 

harmonise economic and ecological factors. Our data suggests that the main reason for SMEs 

to decide to implement sustainability is to increase their expected financial benefits. Therefore, 

governmental legislation such as an increase in energy costs and the upcoming mandatory CO2 

law in 2021, as well as the increasing societal pressure, play an important part for business 

firms to engage in a sustainable commitment in the future. Companies can gain cost savings by 
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implementing sustainable and efficient processes, such as energy consumption and thermal 

discharge. Cost savings from using resource efficient practices also improve firms’ financial 

performances and so can led to the start of an implementation process. 

Another aspect that this study explored is the role that decision-makers in SMEs play. Due to 

the company size of SMEs and the clearly structured responsibilities within management 

teams, we found that only managers make decisions on the implementation of sustainability. 

Therefore, the personal beliefs and attitudes of managers towards ecological commitment are 

important factors and drivers for the implementation process. 

In addition to gaining cost savings and improving sales, informants also disclosed that they 

intended to implement sustainability because they wanted to take on responsibility for their 

own actions. The informants’ awareness of the exploitation of natural resources demonstrates 

that the regeneration of the earth’s capital is perceived as important. Interestingly, employees 

in SMEs cannot be considered an influential factor in the implementation of sustainability, 

because most employees claimed to not feel responsible for their employers’ practices. 

However, legislation is intensifying and therefore companies increasingly already try to live 

up to potential demands in advance. Secondary objectives, such as the corporate image of an 

innovative company, were also mentioned to influence the decision on engagement. 

Another aspect that influences sustainability efforts is cost-free consulting support. Such 

programmes offer efficient opportunities for SMEs to inform themselves about potential 

funding options and set new incentives for an ecological commitment. The interviewed 

managers of this study referred to the consideration of a balanced benefit-cost ratio to stay 

economical and profitable. However, many participants associated implementing sustainable 

processes with expensive short-term investments. Through several governmental funding 

opportunities, firms were able to gain cost savings that yield long-term profitability. Figure 1 

provides an overview of these findings. 
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Figure 1. Drivers and influential factors for why SMEs decided to implement environmentally 

friendly processes, according to self-evaluations (own illustration). 

 

TAKE-HOME MESSAGES 

The ongoing process of sustainability implementation is reflected in the deliberation on the 

topic of ecological commitment. SMEs depend on external support from ecological 

consultancies, which offer an overview of potential energy efficient practices and funding 

programmes. These factors provide SMEs with financial advantages and cost savings. Due to 

upcoming governmental requirements towards more ecological commitment, SMEs are facing 

many challenges, for which reason these external consultancies are highly important in order 

to navigate in this ‘regulatory jungle’. The future development of sustainable solutions is often 

perceived as constraining. Therefore, it is important to set efficient financial incentives for 

managers to drive SMEs towards sustainable commitments. Moreover, there lies a large 

potential in an increased awareness of employees to contribute to corporate sustainability. To 

engage in the implementation of sustainability, the potential increase in benefits needs to be 

clarified. In addition, internal and external stakeholders need to interact. 

The results of this study can be used for subsequent investigations dealing with the issue of 

implementing sustainability practices. Moreover, the results can help governments and NGOs 

to better understand how to eventually drive SMEs to implement sustainability in their business 

practices and how appropriate incentives can be set. In addition, this study provides an 

overview of the current practices of environmentally advanced SMEs. It also offers effective 

strategies for how to inspire new companies to implement corporate sustainability. 


